Langston Hughes was born in Joplin, Missouri, in
1902. After graduation from high school, he spent
a year in Mexico with his father, then moved to New
York City, where he studied for a year at Columbia, and
made his career. His first published poem in a nationally known magazine was ‘The Negro Speaks of Rivers’,
which appeared in Crisis in 1921. He became a leading
light in the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s and 1930s.
In 1925, Hughes was awarded the First Prize for Poetry
by Opportunity, for his poem ‘The Weary Blues’, which
gave its title to his first collection of poems, published in
1926. He wrote poetry, short stories, song lyrics, essays,
humour, plays and an autobiography, The Big Sea.

Kayo Chingonyi’s debut collection, Kumukanda (2017),
was a Guardian and Telegraph book of the year, and the
winner of the 2018 International Dylan Thomas Prize
and a Somerset Maugham Award. A former Burgess
Fellow at the Centre for New Writing, University of
Manchester, and Associate Poet at the ICA, London,
Kayo is now Poetry Editor for the White Review, and
Assistant Professor at Durham University. He has
performed his work at festivals and events around the
world. His second collection, A Blood Condition, will be
published in 2021, with a memoir, Prodigal, to follow.
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The Song –
an introduction
t o L a n g st o n
Hughes

It is appropriate that my first meeting with the work of
Langston Hughes wasn’t in the pages of a book but in
Gary Bartz’s rendition of ‘The Negro Speaks of Rivers’, a
song I heard while listening to Gilles Peterson’s Worldwide Show on Radio 1 sometime in the early 2000s,
when, at fourteen or fifteen years old, it was my habit
to record songs from the radio on to my favoured TDK
D 90 Type 1 audio cassettes. I sat there, finger primed on
the pause button and, when I heard the soaring notation,
I let the pause button go to record what came next.
The words in the singer’s mouth had a swing not
unlike someone walking down a street in Harlem, with
that borough’s famous élan (though, don’t tell Brooklyn I
said that). What did it mean to ‘know rivers’, I thought?
So began my kinship with Langston; one of the enduring dialogues of my reading life. He was there at that
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crucial point when my sense of self began taking shape
and later, when I was an undergraduate in English Literature, searching the supplementary anthology of a module
entitled ‘Introduction to Advanced Literary Studies’ for
names I recognised, there he was again, like the nameless
protagonist of his much anthologised poem speaking of
continuity, ‘the/ flow of human blood in human veins’.
It would be remiss of me here to brush past the quieter
poems in Hughes’s oeuvre, those that a volume such as
this – reflecting the poems Hughes himself wished to
preserve – brings into such sharp relief. I want, then,
to offer my hand, dear reader, and take you for a walk
around Langston’s poems.
There is an important sense in which Langston is
a blues poet, and indeed many of the poems in this
volume reflect that in their titles, but there is another
part of the blues that Langston brought into his poems:
an attunement to the nuances of spoken language and
African-American vernacular English most especially:
They done took Cordelia
Out to stony lonesome ground.
‘Stony Lonesome’
Snow has friz me, sun has baked me.
Looks like between ’em
They done tried to make me
Stop laughin’, stop lovin’, stop livin’—
‘Still Here’
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The poems collected here live, have lived, because of that
quality of lived experience we see reflected in them; these
are poems in a demotic tongue which carry the intimacy
of a conversation with an old friend while sitting on the
steps of a brownstone. You will not find, in these pages,
poems itching to show you their literary credentials;
instead you are more likely to be taken in by their charisma first and notice their craft later. It is this that marks
out Langston’s particular gifts. The poet who eschews ego
successfully is able to access something arcane in language, the sense of its continuity, its blood flow, and this
is what Langston Hughes does for us.
Here is the work of a poet fiercely attuned to the jazz
instrumentalist’s tendency, better to say compulsion, to
riff. He was given to this riffing himself, such that the
poems on the page exist in dynamic relation with the
poems in the air:
Across
The Harlem roof-tops
Moon is shining.
Night sky is blue.
Stars are greats drops
Of golden dew.
‘Harlem Night Song’

How he lets those words drift, drawing out the tension
to better accent the sense of the rhyme as resolution and
the speaking of each line as a matter for the speaker to
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reconcile! This improvisational energy is part of what we
might call Langston’s ‘sonic engagement’, the ways his
poems reflect musical forms even when they veer away
from the Harlem artistic community which was a clear
influence on Langston’s poetics.
A couple of years ago, it was my tremendous honour to
be asked to embody these poetics as part of an event featuring live dance and instrumentation at Wilton’s Music
Hall in East London. As I prepared to read his words
aloud, I had to imagine the rooms to which Langston’s
poems so often gesture, I had to hear the horn player
warming up, watch the figures of oblivious passers-by
diminish through the misty window, the breath in that
room had to become my breath. And, so, in commending this book to you, I ask that, if this is your first time
reading Langston, you take the words into your heart,
read them aloud, perhaps in combination with the music
to which they so often pay homage. I hope that you will
listen to the song at the centre of each of these poems as I
believe Langston intended, which is to say you should let
it wash over you as unexpected rain on a Harlem rooftop.
Kayo Chingonyi
July 2020
West Yorkshire
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